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Spoil pile stability in an open pit coal mine is a common problem and the Red
Hills Lignite Mine in Choctaw County is no exception. The mine has had spoil stability
problems of their spoil dragline bench since the beginning of their activity in 2002. They
have managed to stabilize the conditions by installing prefabricated vertical drains (PVD)
to consolidate the layers below the spoil dragline bench, which tended to fail due to an
increase in pore water pressure. In this study, the capability of analyzing and predicting
future pore water pressure conditions is examined. With the use of the stability model
Slope/w and local stress calculations, the predictability of the necessity of PVDs and their
spatial distribution are analyzed. The outcomes prove to be circumstantial to local pore
water pressure and geology changes, therefore, the spacing between drains could be
adapted to the local conditions potentially saving costs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Instability of spoil piles is a common problem in open pit coal mining. This
problem can increase the mining costs and threaten the safety of the mine. Red Hills
Lignite Mine is an affiliate of The North American Coal Corporations, and is located in
Choctaw County, Mississippi (Figure 1.1). Red Hills Mine extracts lignite primarily from
the Nanafalia Formation of the Wilcox Group. Approximately 2.5 million tons of coal per
year is currently extracted from the open pit mine, using a strip mine procedure (Figure
1.2). For the last eight years, the coal mine has had recurring spoil stability problems,
which were recently addressed in order to find a permanent solution to the instability
problems.
Red Hills Mines supplies the lignite to the Red Hills Power Plant which is in the
same permit area. The Red Hill Power Plant burns the lignite and supplies the generated
electricity to the Tennessee Valley Authority. The construction of Red Hills Mine began
in August 1998, while the mining of lignite began in December 1999.
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Figure 1.1

North American Coal Red Hills Coal Mine Proposed Property (RHPP).
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Figure 1.2

Diagram of strip mining process.

It is calculated that the Red Hills Mine reserve is over 200 million tons of minable
lignite in a permitted area of 5,804 acres. The mine currently reclaims nearly 120 acres of
land annually. The lignite extracted from the Wilcox Formation consists of the upper 6
3

seams of coal, named from top to bottom as seam A, B, C and so forth to the top seam
which is called seam H. It is important to clarify that the lowest two seams (A and B) are
not removed due to the lenticular shape of the seams and the inconsistent thickness they
present, pinching out laterally. The overburden consists of alternations of sands and
clays. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic representation of the coal seams and overburden with
their names for mining purposes. The thickness of the coal seams varies from 2 to 6 feet.
The average quality of the lignite is: 5183 BTU/Lb, 42.5% moisture and 14.64% ash.
The method of extraction of the lignite is open pit strip mining, where a Marion
8200 electric dragline is used to uncover the lowest seams. The dragline moves along a
spoil side bench that is located in the southern side of the pit. This spoil bench has a
history of failing and is described as a common problem by the Red Hills Personnel.
Figure 1.4 shows two pictures of the spoil dragline bench failure.
Due to the repetitive problems of spoil instability in the mine, in the year 2009,
North American Coal hired Aquaterra Engineering (AE) to evaluate and study the area in
order to find a permanent solution the instability problems of the spoil dragline bench.
The AE team worked and studied the site for a period of two weeks gathering overburden
samples, underburden samples, and conducting different studies to characterize the water
pore pressure, stresses and material strengths in the area.

4

Figure 1.3

Schematic profile of coal seams overburden and top soil with their
denominations.

Figure 1.4

Pictures of dragline bench spoil failure, with the dragline in the
background, A. occurred in 1/4/2009; B. occurred in 4/7/2006.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Wilcox Group
Due to the economic coal resource that the Wilcox Group contains, there are
many studies and descriptions of the Group in Mississippi. It is together with the
Claiborne Group (Middle Eocene), the only lignite bearing group in Mississippi (Dueitt,
1985). The name Wilcox was first used by Eugene A. Smith in an unpublished work, but
the term was later adopted by the Unites States Geological Service (Grim, 1936). Given
the great lithological variety this group has, it has had up to 100 stratigraphic terms,
which tend to cause confusion in the literature (Dueitt, 1985). In consequence the Wilcox
Group has nomenclature problems, changing from state to state. Part of this confusion is
due to the fact that from the state of Alabama to the state of Mississippi, the environment
of deposition varies from marine to non-marine (Roux, 1958). Also another factor that
complicates the correlation is that the group’s lithology is highly variable and finding one
continuous laterally persistent marker bed is difficult (O'Niell, 1988). Although a study
conducted by Johns (2010), established that the “G” Coal Seam in Choctaw County could
be followed laterally for almost 50 miles, up to Kemper County.
The Wilcox Group has been classified as a predominantly marine to non-marine
environment of deposition that extended from late Paleocene to early Eocene. Although
early reports of this group assigned the Wilcox Group to only the Eocene age, Mancini
and Oliver (1981) have assigned the lower Wilcox Group to a Paleocene age based on
6

planktonic fauna. Stratigraphically, the Wilcox Group is underlain unconformably by the
Porters Creek Formation of the Midway Group, and is overlain by the Meridian Sand
Member of the Tallahatta Formation of the Claiborne Group. The contact with the
Tallahatta Formation is transitional, making it difficult to accurately determine the limit
between both formations (Galloway et al., 1991).
Duiett (1985) and Willamson (1976) report that in Mississippi the outcrops of the
Wilcox Group are predominantly non-marine sediments and that the Group gets thinner
towards the north, indicating that the thickness is about 700 ft thick in the south, thinning
down to 100 feet near the Mississippi - Tennessee State line. The Wilcox Group as a
whole is an 850 to 4000 ft thick sequence of sediment, composed of alternating sands,
clays and lignite (O'Niell, 1988).
Outcrops of the Wilcox Group can be found in the Gulf Coastal Plain Province,
and it can be followed surrounding the Coastal Plain named Mississippi Embayment (see
figure 2.1) (Dueitt, 1985). The outcrop belt in Mississippi can be found from the south of
the Mississippi–Tennessee State line, through the northeastern counties of Mississippi to
the east of the Alabama State line. The width of this belt is about 5 to 30 miles and dips
10 to 35 ft per mile to the southwest (Meissner and Heermann, 1982) See figure 2.1.
General Lithology
Dueitt (1985) characterizes the Wilcox Group in northern central Mississippi as a
group that has a rapid changing in lithology, thickness and lateral continuity due to the
complexity of the fluvial system that created the sedimentary sequence. Due to this
variation, the group was first termed as “Wilcox Group Undifferentiated” a term which is
still used by the Mississippi Stratigraphic column (see Table 2.1).
7

Outcrops of the formations of the Wilcox Group are reported in counties like
Lauderdale and Kemper, were the marine Nanafalia Formation and Bashi beds outcrop
(Dueitt, 1985). Thompson (1997) made the geological map of the Ackerman Quadrant,
and describes the two outcropping formations of the Wilcox group in Choctaw County as
follows:
Nanafalia Formation
The Nanafalia Formation is about 100 ft thick in the Ackerman area, and it can be
divided in two Members, which are the Grampian Hills Member and the Gravel Creek
Sand Member. The first is mainly clay and silt with lignite seams, while the second is a
very coarse to fine grain sand, which not only has lignite seams on the upper part, but
also constitutes together with the Coal Bluff Sand, the Lower Wilcox Aquifer
(Thompson, 1997).
Tuscahoma Formation
The Tuscahoma formation is about 400 ft thick, and is a non-marine unit, that
consists of fine to coarse grain sand with interbeded lignite. The basal sandy interval and
constitutes the Middle Wilcox Aquifer (Thompson, 1997).
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Series/Stages

Numerical
Time
Scale
(M.Y.)

Wilcox Group Stratigraphy

Systems

Table 2.1

Cenozoic Stratigraphic Units
Updip (North)

Downdip (South)

Upper

Paleocene

54.5

Wilcox Group

Lower

Yepresian

Paleogene

Tertiary

Eocene

Hatchetigbee Fm.

Bashi Fm.
Wilcox
Undifferentiated
Tuscahoma Fm.

Thanetian
Nanafalia Fm.
57.9

Environment of deposition
The Wilcox Group represents the major progradational episode in the Gulf of
Mexico Basin (Galloway et al., 1991). The environment of deposition of this group is
complex changing from north to south, following the former Mississippi Embayment in
the area (see figure 2.2). In the state of Mississippi alone, there is a continuous variation
form the northeast to the southwest, going from a more continental influence to a more
marine influence towards the south (O'Niell, 1988).
O’Niell (1988) studied the resistivity and induction log obtained from 715 wells
done in the Southern Central sector of Mississippi, concluding that the sediment input
comes from the northwestern area of Mississippi, where a fluvial meanderbelt system can
be inferred, and linear sand body geometries can be found. In particular, the lower
Wilcox Group in the northern area of Mississippi is characterized by the presence of
incised valley-fill and coarse grain meander belts. To the south, the channels trend
changes to a more fine grain meanderbelt system.
9

For the upper section of the Wilcox Group O’Niell (1988) determines that there
was a fluvial system to the north which develops into a deltaic system to the south, were
all the sediment was deposited into the cotemporary sea. As a result, a more deltaic
system can be identified, with a significant marine influence.
Lignite occurrence
Vestal and McCutcheon (1943) state that due to its economic resource the Wilcox
Group has been a target by many corporations with an interest to exploit the lignite,
however, given the natural lens like form that the lignite beds have, it has been a very
difficult resource to extract, especially, given the irregularity and abrupt variations in the
thickness.
The Wilcox Group contains most of the lignite resources of Mississippi (Luppens,
1979). According to Meissner (1982) the lignite beds are found throughout the Wilcox
Group, and their appearance can be related to the sand content of the beds. Meissner
(1982) also indicates that the lignite beds decrease in number or are non-existent when
the amount of sand increases. The lignite bearing formations are the Nanafalia,
Tuscahoma and Hatchetigbee Formations in Mississippi although lignite outcrops have
also been reported in Paleocene to lower Eocene rocks in Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas
and Texas (Dueitt, 1985).
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Figure 2.1

Map of Mississippi Geology, marking the Wilcox Group and Choctaw
County.
11

Figure 2.2

Outcrop of the Wilcox Group Following the Mississippi Embayment.

The occurrence of the lignite in the deltaic environments was studied by Kaiser
(1978) who determined the relationship between the types of lignite and the deltaic area
of deposition. The author concludes that deltaic lignite derives from either blanket peats
or interdistributary peats. The first case is characterized by the presence of more
extensive blanket peats that are related to over-rich abandoned channels and delta lobes.
In the case of interdistributary lignite, they are related to areas containing little sand
between active distributaries channels, and are usually characterized by discontinuous
seams; as such, they are considered less significant deposits.
12

O’Niell (1982) reports that the lignite deposited in fluvial systems are less
widespread, and that generally, the seams found in the fluvial systems have an average of
3 to 5 feet in thickness.
Spoil Slope Failures
There are many authors and papers that approach the problem of spoil failure.
Spoil failures can be described as a common problem in different coal mines around the
world. It can be noted from most of the study cases, that the most common factors of
spoil failure are related to high water pore pressures and intense rainfall events, amongst
others. When each case is considered in a more local context, the causes of instabilities
are more specific to each site and the geology (which will determine the overburden and
underburden properties). This together with the structure and topography, begin to play
an important role in instability problems.
One of the earliest works in spoil slope stability was done by Clemence and Pool
(1977). The authors worked with a scale model, and analyzed the slope stability by trying
to induce the failure by injecting a pipe at an angle and injecting water into the system,
creating a surface of low resistance. With this approach, and by creating the failure, they
found that they could predict the failure within reasonable limits.
Swanson et al. (1983) describes the spoil instabilities in the Eastern Coal Province
in the U.S. The authors state that there are three main factors that affect the spoil stability,
the first factors is the local “geometry”, which include the topography, bedding plane and
slope of the study area. The second factor affecting spoil stability is water content, which
he states as one of the most difficult factors to actually quantify. And the last factor that
affects spoil stability is the material strength. The material strength is directly related to
13

the grain size and composition of the overburden. The authors also describe the
possibility of analyzing beforehand the material strength by analyzing the overburden
material. The authors state that the higher the content in sand or limestone of the
overburden, the higher the internal angle of effective friction, granting a higher stability
to the material.
Nguyen and Chowdhury (1984) find a direct relationship between the factor of
safety and the drainage conditions of the spoil. Under undrained conditions, they note a
25% decrease in the factor of safety, compared to drained conditions.
Sumer et al. (1988) create a finite element difference model to create a dewatering
scheme to improve the production and recovery of coal at the Whitewood open pit coal
mine in Alberta, Canada. The authors focused on reaching an optimum solution when the
dewatered area was maximum using the minimum number of wells.
Lazanyi and Kabai (1989) point out in their research, the consequences and stages
of spoil movement. They noted that the spoil will undergo two very different processes:
first the material disintegrates, mixes and loosens, to later be recompacted under
increasing load in the spoil heap. The authors point out that during the process of
recompactation the moisture content is constant, however the degree of saturation
increases. They also noticed that the increase in loading of the surcharge changes the
drained condition of the material to undrained, causing the increasing of the water pore
pressure and pore air pressure.
Ulusay and Aksoy (1994) and Ulusay et al. (1995) study the stability of a strip
mine in Yatagan, Turkey. Ulusay and Aksoy (1994) study the stability of the highwall,
while Ulusay et al. (1995) the assesses the instability in the spoil piles. Ulusay et al.
(1995) conclude, after using a two-dimensional stability analysis, that the best way to
14

improve the stability is to spread rockfill material on the floor. By doing so, there is an
increase of the shear strength on the material below the coal, improving the stability.
Ulusay et al. (1996) study the spoil stability for haul roads in the same mine in Turkey. In
the study, Ulusay et al. (1995) use both linear and non-linear failure criteria for spoil
stability. The instability of the spoil piles was associated to high water pore pressures,
causing the reduction of the effective shear stress.
Surana and Phelps (1991) model the ground water effect in spoil pile stabilities.
They identify the ground water as one of the most influential parameters when studying
spoil pile stability. They model ground water as a time dependent parameter, to be able to
identify sensitive areas of failure due to ground water build up after intense rain falls, and
determine that the density of the spoil as a non-important factor.
Richards (1998a, 1998b) studies the spoil slope stability in the Bowen Basin,
Queensland. The author first characterizes the spoil material, and later uses finite element
methods to study the deformation of the spoil piles. In his paper Richards (1998a,1998b)
determines that the area in the case study was characterized by spoil failure occurring in
the base of the spoil due to an increase in water pore pressure. This was a consequence of
dumping the spoil into flooded pits. In his final conclusions, he determined that the best
solution in order to stabilize the spoil piles is to reduce the amount of water in the base of
the spoil pile.
Donovan and Karfakis (2003), analyzed spoil failure in old reclamation areas,
where the strip mining of the coal was done without regulations, given that federal laws
had not been created by then. Therefore, the mining was done without engineering design
or environmental considerations. In their case study, the authors found a direct
relationship between intense rainfall events and spoil failures. Using GIS, Donovan and
15

Karfakis (2003), created a rating system based on observations and qualitative
descriptions; they identified the areas of most probable failure risk for future remediation.
One of their main objectives was not to deal with the slope failures once they occurred,
but to try to anticipate the formation of such failures.
Jha (2004) studies the stability of the spoil dragline bench of the Jayant project in
India. In his work, he considers that not only the height and the slope angle are important
when analyzing spoil stability, but he also recognizes the importance in considering the
blasting vibrations, and the weight load of the dumpers. Jha (2004) concludes that
stability research should include all parameters of geo-mining conditions and dump
geometry along with hydrology, rainfall and drainage patterns.
Sainak (2004) evaluated the development of a Factor of Safety (FOS) using 3-D
and 2-D finite element models, and compares them to FOS obtained by limit equilibrium
methods. In order to obtain a FOS using finite element software, the author proposes two
methods: the first is to reduce the strength of the material until a failure, and the second
approach consists of increasing the load until failure occurs.
Griffiths and Fenton (2004) use a technique they developed called the random
finite element method (RFEM). With this method, the authors develop a more
probabilistic slope stability analysis using finite elements. The technique consists of
developing a mesh with the material properties and using a probabilistic method to
determine the location of the failure. By doing so, it enables slope failures to develop
naturally by “seeking out” the most probable critical mechanism.
Levent et al. (2011) preformed a comparison of 2D and 3D finite element
software to study the slope failures of a coal mine in Turkey. By using both a 2D and a
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3D approach, they were able to find the differences in both predictions of the critical
slope that led to the slope failure. They conclude that a 3D mesh is more accurate.
Finite Element Modeling
The basic concept of finite element methods is to represent a complex reality with
a simplified representation (Logan, 1992; Rao, 1999). In using an approximation, it is
easier to obtain a solution, which otherwise would be difficult or impossible. By using
approximations, the differential equations that would be needed to solve a problem are
replaced by a set of algebraic equations (Akin, 1986). An approximation of a real
complex problem to a simplified representation, can give an approximate solution, which
is better than having no solution.
Finite element numerical methods are based on the process which is called
meshing or discretization. The meshing process involves subdividing a continuum or
domain into small pieces called finite elements, and points that join the elements are
nodes (Akin, 1986; Krahn, 2009b; Logan, 1992; Pepper and Heinrich, 1992; Rao, 1999).
The finite elements have nodal points in strategic positions in the interior and on the sides
of faces of elements. It is this principle that allows the finite element methods to solve
equations for each element, rather than solving the problem for the entire body (Logan,
1992).
Over the last years, more attention has been given to numerical methods rather
than physical models. Krahn (2009a) points out that the advantages of numerical
modeling over physical modeling are few. For example, a numerical model can be set up
much quicker than a physical model; also, a physical model is limited to a narrow set of
conditions, while numerical models can be changed into a wide variety of scenarios.
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Also, numerical models do not have to account for gravity, which in physical models is
overcome by using a centrifuge. However, physical modeling is still a very important tool
when analyzing real situations.
Regarding the software, one of the many advantages that Geo Slope 2007 presents
according to Krahn (2009b) is the benefit of assigning geometry to a region. A region is
defined as the properties of the material; different geometries can be assigned the same
region, as for example, two areas can have the same mechanical properties. The ability to
create regions gives Geo-Slope a versatility and liberty when using the software and
creating different analysis. Each region must have: a type of material, a type of meshing
pattern (or no mesh), an order of elements, and an integration order for the model to run.
Limit Equilibrium Method for Slope Failures
There are two approaches when analyzing the static equilibrium of a slope. The
first approach is to consider the failing mass as a whole (the infinite slope and Swedish
slip circle are examples of this method) and the second is dividing the mass in vertical
slices, where the equilibrium equations are written and solved for each slice (Duncan and
Wright, 2005). The method of dividing the mass in slices is termed the Procedure of
Slices, or the Method of Slices; Simplified Bishop and Spencer’s Procedure are examples
of this method.
There are many procedures when analyzing slope stability, each procedure, makes
assumptions and satisfies some or all of the equilibrium equations. The equilibrium
equations are the conditions required for a mass to be in stable conditions. There are three
equations: (i) equilibrium of forces in the vertical plane, (ii) equilibrium of forces in the
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horizontal plane, (iii) equilibrium of moments at any point (Duncan and Wright, 2005).
Table 2.2 shows the different procedures and the static equations they satisfy.
Some of the early methods to analyze slope stability were made in a very
simplistic way, given that they were made by hand calculations. Examples of these
methods are the Fellenius method, later the Bishop Method, and the Bishop simplified
method, and finally the Janbu’s simplified method. These last two methods divide the
sliding mass in slices, but in order to simplify the equations and therefore calculations,
they ignore the interslice shear forces (Krahn, 2008). As the use and development of
computers increased, more rigorous formulations were able to be made, to a point where
all three static equations were accounted for, such as the Morgenstern-Price and Spencer
methods (Krahn, 2003).
Table 2.2

Limit Equilibrium Methods

Method
Moment Equilibrium Force Equilibrium
Ordinary or Fellenius
Yes
No
Bishop's Simplified
Yes
No
Janbu's Simplified
No
Yes
Spencer
Yes
Yes
Morgenstern-Price
Yes
Yes
Corps of Engineers - 1
No
Yes
Corps of Engineers - 2
No
Yes
Lowe-Karafiath
No
Yes
Janbu Generalized
Yes (by slice)
Yes
Sarma - vertical slices
Yes
Yes
Note: Details of all the available procedures in Slope/W and the equilibrium equations
each satisfies (taken from Krahn (2008)).
Morgenstern-Price Method for Slope Stability Analysis
This method is one of the most complete methods to solve Limit Equilibrium
Analysis because it not only considers the forces between the sliding soil and the slip
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surface, but it also takes into account the shear stress between all the columns. The
Morgenstern-Price method includes the definition of a function that describes the shear
stress between slices. The most common function used is the half-sine function, which
accounts for a higher shear stress value for the slices in the middle, which are the largest,
and as the slices decrease in size towards the ends of the moving soil, the shear stress is
less (see Figure 2.3). The ability to define the function that will characterize the shear
stress between the slices is what distinguishes the Morgenstern-Price method form the
Spencer method. The Spencer method, does not account for the shear stress between
slices, therefore, if using the Morgenstern-Price method, and no interslice function is
defined, the user would essentially be using the Spencer Method (Krahn, 2008).
Therefore, the Morgenstern-Price method was chosen to analyze the slope
stability of the dragline bench, given that it is an accurate and complete procedure
applicable to all slope geometry and profiles (Duncan and Wright, 2005).
Slope/w (slope analysis software created by Geo Slope International) allows the
user to input the parameters of weight, cohesion and angle of internal friction (φ) using
the Mohr-Coulumb criteria to characterize the material strength. In case the material is
under undrained conditions, the software also allows the user to define undrained (or phi
= 0) condition.
Material Properties
It is intended in these following paragraphs, to define the basic material properties
that are used in Sigma/w and Seep/w (finite element software developed by Geo Slope
International) to define the material properties. Also, basic definitions of methods used by
Slope/w to calculate slope failures will also be defined.
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Figure 2.3

Example of Half Sine Interslice Function.

Soil Phases
Soil consists of a solid phase and a void phase. The solid phase consists of grains
of mineral and the void phase can either be filled with water or air or both.
The total volume Vt is equal to the volume of the solid phase (Vs) and the void
phase (Vv). At the same time, the Vv is equal to the volume of water (Vw) and the
volume of air (Va). From this relationship, three ratios commonly used to describe soils
can be calculated.
Void Ratio:
e = Vv/Vs

(2.1)

n = Vv/Vt x 100%

(2.2)

S = Vw/Vv x 100%

(2.3)

Porosity:

Degree of saturation:
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Saturated density = Dry Density/ 1 + w

(2.4)

where w is water content.
Soil Classification
There are many types of soil classifications, and each has its own purpose and
application, either for agricultural, geological or engineering purposes.
In geotechnical engineering, the all-purpose standardized classification of soils is
the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) is used. Since the beginning of its use in
engineering in 1948, it has been standardized in ASTM D2487 (Coduto, 1999). The
classification consists of a two to four initial system, where each initial designates a soil
constituent see table 2.3.
It is important to notice that well graded in engineering terms means that all the
grain sizes are represented, therefore, in geological terms it would mean badly sorted.
Therefore poorly graded would be well sorted in geological terms, meaning that the
sample has one or a few dominant grain sizes.
Fine grained soils are those that have at least a 50% passing the #200 sieves and
are classified according the liquid limits and the plasticity index.
Table 2.3

Shorthand Notation for Soils following USCS
G
S
M
C
W
P
U
L
H
O

Gravel
Sand
Silt
Clay
Well Graded
Poorly Graded
Uniformly Graded
Low liquid Limit
High Liquid Limit
Organic
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Soil Strength
There is a simple empirical equation to describe the relationship between shear
strength and shear stress (Terzaghi, 1943):
s = c + σ tanφ

(2.5)

where σ is shear stress, s is shear strength, c represents cohesion and φ is the angle of
internal friction.
Following this basic principle, for a slope failure to occur, either the shear
strength has to decrease so that it is lower than the shear stress, or the shear stress has to
increase so that it is higher than the shear strength. For this reason, many of the
classifications for slope failure are based on this principle.
The most widely used definition of factor of safety (FOS) for slope stability is:
FOS = Resisting Forces/Driving Forces

(2.6)

When the value of the FOS is less than one, this means that slope is under
unstable conditions, given that in this scenario, the shear stress is higher than the shear
strength. As pointed out by Duncan and Wright (2005), as the equation of FOS is
formulated, it can address what factor influences the shear strength of a soil before the
slope will fails. An accepted value for the FOS is generally between 1.2 and 1.5
(Richards, 1998b).
The shear strength of a soil will in part depend on the pore water pressure
conditions. A material will react in different ways if it in under drained or undrained
conditions. Under drained conditions the water in the soil is able to flow into or out of the
material in the length of time in which the stress is applied. If a soil is under undrained
conditions, there is no flow of water into or out of the material. Therefore in the case of
undrained conditions, the pore pressure will change with the increase or decrease of load.
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The concept of drained and undrained conditions is also time related, if prolonged time
laps are considered, than a material can be considered under drained conditions (Duncan
and Wright, 2005). The drain conditions of the soil material will depend on the
permeability of the material itself.
Effective Stress
Stress can be defined as force per unit area. The total stress is the sum of all the
forces, including those transmitted through the particle contacts and those transmitted by
the water column, divided by the total area (Duncan and Wright, 2005). It is expressed as:
σT = σ’ + µ

(2.7)

where σT is total stress, σ’ is effective stress or intergranular stress and µ is pore water
pressure.
Given that the total stress and the pore water pressure can be calculated, but the
effectives stress cannot be measured directly, its value is obtained indirectly (West,
2010). Therefore the effective stress is obtained by substracting the pore water pressure to
the total stress:
σ’ = σT - µ

(2.8)

If the effective stress in equal to zero, this means that there is no intergranular
contact. If a soil is in this state, then the material is in what is called a liquefaction state,
therefore, the soil has no strength.
The Boussinesq Method
This method is an analytical solution to the response to a area load in a boundary
condition, such as the surface of the earth (West, 2010). Therefore, this method will
consider how the stress applied in the surface will affect a point at depth (see figure 2.4).
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The Boussinesq method can be applied to a point source of load, or an area of load. In the
case of a point source, the Boussinesq formula is:
σz = NB (P/Z2)

(2.9)

where σz is the stress at a depth Z, P is the weight of the load and NB is the Boussinesq
factor for stress reduction with depth and lateral distance from the source point.
NB = (3π/2) / [1+(r/z)2]5/2

(2.10)

where r is the horizontal distance from the load and z the vertical distance from the load
(see figure 2.4).
There are also analytical solutions to the applications of Area Loads, but most of
them became obsolete since the advance in computer calculations. However, in this
study, the charts are used to be able to have an estimation of the stress conditions, and to
be able to take into account the buildup of the high spoils, explained in better detail in the
Methodology chapter.

Figure 2.4

Boussinesq relationship for stress distribution.
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CHAPTER III
SETTING
This chapter is dedicated to describe the conditions of the study area and the
available information from previous studies conducted in the area. As mentioned in the
introduction, a private company, AE was hired to study the slope stability problems in the
spoil dragline bench. This report was part of the available data used in this study. Also
included in this chapter is the description of the pit, a description of the failure plain, the
failure plain, and the actual conditions after the installation of prefabricated vertical
drainage systems.
Physiography
Before, it is important to point out the study area in a physiological context.
Choctaw County is part of the North Central Hills physiography province in Mississippi
(Vestal and McCutcheon, 1943). The North Central Hills physiographic province is a
large and wide highland belt of sand and clay. The eastern boundary of the North Central
Hill province is marked by the Wilcox cuesta scarp and the province has a rough and
rugged relief due to the fluvial erosion in the area (Meissner and Heermann, 1982).
Engineering Report
The AE team worked and studied the site for a period of two weeks conducting
different studies to characterize the water pore pressure, stresses and material strengths in
the area. The study conducted included:
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• Soil Borings: Drilling and sampling of ten (10) borings to understand the
subsurface conditions.
• Instrumentation: Installation and monitoring of 2 inclinometers, 3 vibrating wire
piezometers, and 2 nested vibrating wire piezometers.
• Laboratory Testing: Determination of the engineering properties of selected
samples.
• Engineering Evaluations and Reporting: Performance of engineering analyses to
determination probable causes for the massive slope movements and analyses of
potential mitigation options.
All the information gathered was presented to Red Hills Mine in a report.
The Pit
The mining process moves in a general North West direction. Each pit as the
mining advances, is designated a number. The first pit, (or pit number 1) was dug in the
year 2002. Since the year 2002 to present, there were a total of 46 pits. The most recent
pit being created of June 2012 is the pit number 47.
The pit has a longitudinal extension form WNW to ESE and is 9400 feet long,
with the highwall on the northern side (see figure 3.1), and the spoils on the southern side
(see figure 3.2) of the pit. In Figure 3.3, an east view of the pit can be seen, where the
highwall is on the left side of the picture, and the spoil bench on the right side.
The dragline is settled on the spoil bench on the southern side of the pit, and is
used to uncover the three lowest seams in the area (E seam, D seam and C seam). The
spoil material on the southern side of the pit and can be divided in two main types of
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spoil. The first is the spoil used to create the bench for the dragline, or dragline bench
spoil. The second is the high spoil, which is the material settled, by the dragline itself.
Due to the geological variations in the area, related to the deltaic environment of
deposition, the pit can be roughly subdivided in two areas: the west side and the east side.
The height of the dragline bench on the east pit is approximately 60 feet, while the height
of the west end is approximately 70 feet.
Dragline Bench Past Failures
Stability issues with the dragline bench began from the beginning of the mining
process in the year 2002. It was reported that the initial instabilities were occurring in the
face of the dragline bench while uncovering the C-Seam. In an effort to mitigate the low
wall failures, a “barrier pillar” of residual soils approximately 50 feet in width was lifted
in place at the toe while also limiting the height of the dragline bench to no greater than
75 feet. The new mitigation procedures limited the amount of low wall failures that were
occurring. However, in April 2004 the first major failure occurred, where the head of the
scarp of the failure extended into the top of the high spoils. Mine reports of these early
failures indicate that the failure plane of these failures appeared to be semi-circular in
nature. Since 2004, major rotational failures have occurred primarily in the east and
middle side of the pits. The failures generally appear to rotate about the dragline and
translate toward the pit floor, without major impacts to the dragline bench. Failures
generally begin to occur away from the dragline base in the region of where the high
spoils are being placed. The failures are observable through uplift movements in the pit
floor through the C-Seam coal prior to significant movements occurring. This has
allowed time for the dragline to mobilize out of the area prior to the majority of the
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movement occurring, avoiding major costs to Red Hills Mine. Past mitigation techniques
included dewatering ahead of mine and disturbance of the soils underlying the C-Seam
coal, but these techniques had provided little results.
During the study conducted by AE, three slope instabilities were observed by
Aquaterra personnel. On January 16, 2009, a large failure occurred in the middle pit
followed by another failure in the east pit on February 4, 2009. From the report created
by NACC personnel, the January 16, 2009 failure appeared to be a typical massive failure
which occurred in the middle part of the pit. The first indications of failure were observed
by NACC personnel, whom reported the uplifting and rolling of the C seam in the pit
floor. Due to that observed movement, the dragline was moved from the area, and the
movement of the failure continued to occur with the head of the scarp extending to the
top of the high spoil piles. No major impact of the dragline bench was noted; however,
the bench moved significantly toward the pit floor.
The failure that occurred on February 4 of 2009 was on the east end side of pit 37.
Observations made by the AE personnel indicated a rise of 12 to 15 inches of the pit
floor, with the failure terminating within the dragline bench. Several large, random
tension cracks were observable in the failure area. Some of the tension cracks were 2 to 3
feet in width with observable depths greater than 20 feet. Water seepage and sand boils
were observed in the pit floor several days after the failure.
A summary and brief description of the characteristics of the two failures
mentioned above can be seen in Table 3.1.
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Failure Plain
AE determined the failure plain of the dragline bench with the installation of
inclinometers in two different borings in the east end pit, where a failure occurred in
February 2009. One of the inclinometers was able to determine that the failure was
occurring at the interface between the spoils and the UBC sands (see figure 3.4). The
inclinometer in another boring was able to determine that the toe of the failure plain was
pushing upward through the BC hard clay layer (see figure 3.5).

Figure 3.1

View of the Highwall.
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Figure 3.2

View of the spoil dragline bench.
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Figure 3.3

East view of the pit. To the left, the highwall, and to the right, the dragline
on the spoil bench.

Note: The beginning of the high spoils can also be noticed in the far right of the picture,
behind the dragline.
Pore Water Pressure Conditions
To provide an understanding of the pore water pressures associated with the
failures on the east pit and for comparison with the west pit, vibrating wire (VW)
piezometers and open stand pipe piezometers were installed during the initial
mobilization in February 2009 by AE personnel. All the piezometers installed during the
first mobilization were installed within the upper B-C stratum except for one boring.
Subsequent to the analysis and modeling of the east end failure, additional VW
piezometers were installed in a nested configuration at the June failure in middle pit 37
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and for comparison in west pit 37. Nested configuration consisted of placing a VW
piezometer in the UBC sands, the BC inter-hard clay, and LBC layer.
Table 3.1

Summary of two past dragline bench failures
Failure of January 2009

Failure of February 2009

• Massive failure.

• Massive failure.

• Uplifted the C seam of the pit floor.

• Caused the pit floor to raise 12 to 15 feet.

• Head of the scarp was in the high spoils. • Head of the scarp in the dragline bench.
• Did not break the dragline bench, but• Presented tension cracks.
moved it significantly towards the pit• The failure plain was determined in the
floor.

spoil-UBC sands interface.
• The toe of the failure plain was in the
underlying Hard BC Clays.
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Figure 3.4

Inclinometer showing that the failure plain in occurring at the Spoil-UBC
sand interface, at 35 feet of depth.

Figure 3.5

Second inclinometer showing the displacement of the BC hard clays at the
toe of the failure.
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With the installation of two vibrating wire piezometers in the UBC sands on the
east and west side of the Eastern side of the pit, the variation of the pore water pressure of
this layer was determined. The eastern VW piezometers recorded a 38 feet of head
pressure in the east end, which decreased to 30 feet after failing. Mean while, the west
end VW piezometer recorded an initial 32 feet of head, which increased to a peak of 76
feet after the dragline resumed operations after the failure had occurred. With the
installation of this equipment, AE was able to record a direct relationship between the
dragline movement and the pore water pressure of the UBC sands.
Dewatering Wells
After analyzing different mitigations scenarios, AE determined that the most
effective and plausible mitigation option would be the installation of a prefabricated
vertical drainage system (PVDs). The PVDs, consist of normal scheduled 40 PVC pipes.
The vertical lower portion is slotted PVC except the top 10 feet which is solid schedule
40 PVC tube (see figure 3.6). Unlike the usual Wick drains, the PVDs installed in the
mine area had 4 inches in diameters, giving each drain a larger radio of influence, and
faster drainage, which in the end, could decrease the amount of wells needed to be
installed. The system of dewatering wells helped depressurize the sands decreasing the
instability problems of the dragline bench.
Based on their model AE determined that 2 rows of PVDs drains should be
installed: one at the toe of the high spoils, and the other in the pit floor, near the edge of
the dragline bench. Each row can extend approximately 230 to 270 feet, where there is a
vertical drain every 20 feet. Therefore, a depressurization system for one pit can have a
total of up to 27 drains. The drains reach 50 to 55 feet of depth.
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In Figure 3.7, a picture of a line of vertical drains with free flow can be seen.
Once the vertical drains are installed they are connected to a horizontal High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) tube (see figure 3.8) which collects all the water to the center of the
eastern pit, and a pump is used to extract the water from the pit.
The PVDs are installed once the pit is complete and are later buried with the spoil
material once the new pit begins further to the north. Approximately 320 to 370 gallons
per minute are pumped from all the PVDs systems installed in the pits. The water
extracted from the PVDs are treated in one of the water pool systems in the mining
perimeter, where all the water that goes through the mining area is treated before being
released back to the fluvial system.

Figure 3.6

Schematic representation of a PVD.
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Figure 3.7

Artesian flow can be observed in one of the lines of PVDs installed in the
pit floor.

Figure 3.8

Connecting the horizontal high density polyethylene pipe in one of the
vertical drains.
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The first PVD system was used in for the pit number 41 in the year 2009. With
the installation of the dewatering wells, there was a decrease of spoil failure of the
dragline bench, and therefore NACC decided to use the system for the following five pits.
They continue to install PVDs to the present.
Dragline
The dragline (see figure 3.9), operates on 23,000 volts of electricity and weighs 8
million pounds. The dragline moves along two shoes each of which is 13x16 feet. Its
velocity is approximately 7 feet per steps, or 1/8 of a mile per hour. With this velocity, it
can take up to 14 hours for the dragline to move to one end of the pit to the other. The
dragline completes its digging cycle in one minute, taking up to 29 days to finish
uncovering the entire E seam, 52 days to uncover the entire D seam and 25 days to
uncover the entire C seam.

Figure 3.9

Picture of Dragline.
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CHAPTER IV
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The spoil dragline bench instabilities have caused Red Hills Mine to install a
system of PVDs in the pit. They began installing the PDV system following the analysis
done in Pit 41, and since, they have only increased the amount of PVDs installed in each
pit.
Objective
The main objective of this study is to analyze the existing ground water
conditions, and try to determine the real impact of the PVDs installed in the pit.
By using Slope/w and Seep/w the slope stability and ground water conditions will
be modeled to find the conditions under which the spoil dragline bench is stable.
Therefore, the amount of PVD that have to be installed, and how much the pore water
pressure has to be lowered to have stable conditions can be established.
Hypothesis
If a more detailed study is done for each case scenario in the mining process, a
more customized approach to the amount of PVDs needed to be installed can be done.
And, if the detailed study includes variations such as the thickness of each layer,
the outcome of the stability model will change.
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CHAPTER V
METHODOLOGY
The study conducted was focused on the eastern side of the pit. As mentioned
before, the pits run in a general ESE to WNW direction but there is a clear difference
between the Eastern and the Western side of the pits. In this study, the focus is on the
eastern side of the pit, given that the last spoil failures were located in this area.
AE used Geo Slope International to perform a finite element transient analysis.
With this purpose in mind, profiles were constructed with a very simplistic geometry,
drawing all layers with a continuous thickness throughout all the cross section used. The
geometry used in their drawings is not an exact representation of the study area, but
rather a simplification.
To be able to determine the implications when considering the real thickness
variation of the layers, the one year stand alone Standard Bundle license from Geo Slope
International was acquired to develop a new model. The bundle included Sigma/W,
Seep/W and Slope/W.
Material Characterization
The laboratory results from the AE report were used to define the properties of
each material. The report included grain size analysis, unconfined undrained triaxial tests
and compression tests.
In order to study the area, the material encountered between both C and B seams
were divided into three main groups: Upper BC sands (UBC), Hard Inter BC Clays and
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Lower BC sands (LBC). Samples from each of these layers were taken and tested. The
Spoil, UBC and LBC were tested under a unconfined undrained triaxial test while the
clay samples were tested in an unconfined compression test.
The overburden which represents the highwall was treated as a general material.
This simplification was done for modeling purposes. The spoils however, were divided
according to the confining pressure in three types. The three divisions were high spoil,
dragline bench spoils and lower spoils.
To determine the properties of the materials, soil borings were done by AE. For
the boring, AE used a buggy-mounted drilling rig. The soil borings were advanced by
rotating a four-inch diameter, short-flight earth auger with the drilling rig, removing the
auger from each boring, and cleaning the cuttings from the auger before sampling or
reinserting the auger back into the borings. This dry auger technique allows the detection
of free groundwater within the borings. The soil sampling included the collection of
disturbed soil samples. Relatively undisturbed samples were obtained by pushing a threeinch diameter Shelby tube sampler a distance of two feet into the soil in general
accordance with ASTM D1587.
Laboratory tests of the soil samples include moisture content (in general
accordance with ASTM D2216) and Atterberg limits (both liquid and plastic limits were
performed in general accordance with ASTM D 4318. With the liquid limit (LL) and the
Plastic Limit (PL) the plasticity index (PI) was calculated (PI = LL – PL). A sieve
analysis was done to all the samples, and some samples were submitted to a triaxial test.
AE also preformed Cone Penetrometor Testing at 8 selected sites, using the
mounted cone penetrometer device. Four of these locations were at lower elevations in
order to evaluate the soils between the D-Seam and the B-Seam and the remaining four
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were at the top of the dragline bench (one on the East side, and three on the West side of
the dragline).
The subsurface conditions at the spoil stability study were investigated by means
of a total of ten soil borings. With the obtained information, a total of 4 layers were
defined. The material characterization of each layer used for modeling is defined as the
following:
Field Work
To be able to work in the mining area, an intense security course was taken. This
course included first aid training and security information. The course is mandatory for
every new employee of the mine, and it obeys with MSHA’s (Mine Safety and Health
Administration) security standards. The course lasted one week, with a final count of 50
hours in total. After certification was obtained a site recognition was done.
In April 2011, Red Hills Mine toke continuous drilling samples in the area ahead
mine, were samples of the UBC and LBC sands could be inspected. For the continuous
drilling process a 5 inch diameter and 10 feet long bore was used to drill and extract a
continuous sample from the surface to the B seam (see figures 5.1 and 5.2). The drilling
target was the B seam, therefore once it was reached, the drilling team would move to the
next site. For the continuous drilling, an 80% of recovery is expected, if that percent is
not satisfied, then a new sample must be taken at the drillers cost until an 80% is
recovered.
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Figure 5.1

Continuous core sample.

Figure 5.2

Drillers in the process of extracting the core from the 5 inch diameter and
10 feet long tube.
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During August 2011, a new set of PVDs were installed in Pit 44 (see figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3

Installation of PVD’s in the pit, during August 2011
Creating New Profiles

As part of the analysis conducted for this project, new cross sections were created.
In order to create the cross sections, bore logs with density, resistivity and gamma
information were used, creating a total of 8 new cross sections, but only the four most
representative were analyzed for this project.
Figure 5.4 shows a typical bore log of the area, were the coal seams can be
identified by low Gamma response, very low Density response and high Resistivity (the
density peaks are the most characteristic when trying to identify the coal seams). When
all of these three conditions match, the layer was identified as a coal seam. Since only the
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C and B seam were of interest when creating the profiles, the seams were rather easy to
determine given that they were usually the last seams recorded by the log. The depths of
the C and B seam are usually between 190 and 250 feet deep. When using the log
information to create the profiles, a foot of accuracy could be obtained. It is important to
note that most of the cross sections were already made by the Red Hills Mine personnel,
after which profiles were extended northward so that future scenarios could be analyzed.
By using the log information to create the new profiles, more realistic profiles
were made to scale and the real thickness of each layer and its real slope were conserved.
The new cross sections can be seen in the Results chapter. The cross sections have
an average extension of 4.500 ft, which run from a general SE to NW direction. For the
modeling purposes, only sections of approximately 1.200 ft were used when analyzing
the slope stability of the dragline bench. Therefore once the pit was drawn in the
software, only a general area of 500 to 600 ft was considered on both sides of the pit.
Figure 5.5 shows were the cross sections run through and what well log was used.
The new profiles created start at the south end of the mining area, and end in the
north. Therefore, the cross sections begin in areas where former pit were located in 2007,
pas through the present pits, and end in the north, ahead of the present mining process.
With this space variation, a time variation analysis of past, present and future scenarios
was done.
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Figure 5.4

Type log response for Gamma, Density and Resistivity, with stratigraphy
beside to match.
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Figure 5.5

Mining area with cross sections.
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Seep/w Modeling
After the new profiles were finished, they were drawn in Seep/W. Each material
was assigned a hydrological and strength function. Finally, a transient analysis was done.
To accomplish this, a 2-D coupled stress-pore pressure model was conducted using
Sigma/W application as developed by GEO-SLOPE International. The Sigma/W program
provides a finite element mesh analysis stresses and deformations within the subsurface
soils using transient loads. The coupled analysis simultaneously solves for displacements
and seepage dissipation equations. When coupled, three equations for each node in the
finite element mesh are solved. Two are equilibrium (displacement) equations and the
third is a continuity (flow) equation. Solving the three equations gives both displacement
and pore water changes due to changes in loads.
Given that only the East Pit is considered, the times used in the transient analysis
are those required for the spoiling of half of the entire pit. Therefore, a time laps of 36
days was used for the “E-spoiling” process, a time period of 27 days was used for the “DSpoiling” and 13 days were used for the “C-Spoiling”, summing up to a total of 73
cumulative days from the beginning of the analysis to the end.
Slope Stability Analysis using Slope/w
To study the slope stability of the spoil dragline bench, Slope/w as developed by
Geo Slope International was used. This software has the capability of solving slope
stability analysis by using the Limit Equilibrium Method.
Although the software allows the user to define which limit equilibrium method to
use, the Morgenstern-Price method was chosen since it is considered one of the most
complete methods; as it takes more variables into consideration when solving the
equilibrium equations.
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The “Entry and Exit” method as developed by Geo Slope International, was used
to determine the slip surface. This is a method offered by the Slope/w software, were the
entry (possible head) and exit (toe) of the failing surface can be marked in the profile. Of
all the profiles analyzed, a general slope and a localized slope failure were marked and
analyzed. The generalized slope failure was marked from the High or Upper Spoils
(entry) to the pit floor (exit). The localized failure was marked from the top of the spoil
dragline bench (entry) to the pit floor (exit). Therefore, both generalized and local
failures have different entries, but the same exit.
The ground water level was imputed in the model as one level which applied to
all the layers, following the UBC pore water pressure measured from the piezometers.
When using this software, the FOS for each scenario is given as calculated by the
Morgenstern-Price Method. Given that there are many variables when imputing the
material properties of the layers, many scenarios were created, to try to find the one that
fit the best with the laboratory results and what is observed in the field.
When creating the model to analyze the slope stability using Slope/w, the
properties used for the spoils, the UBC and the LBC sands were the Mohr-Coulomb
criteria. By using this criterion, the user must define the weight, the cohesion and the
angle of internal friction (φ) of the material. The properties chosen to start modeling were
the same ones used as defined by AE in their report.
Given the high plasticity and low very permeability (lower than 1x10-5) of the
Inter BC Clays, the Undrained (or Phi=0) criteria was used to define its behavior.
For the first run using Slope/w, the same properties used by AE (shown in table
5.1) were imputed in the model.
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Table 5.1

Material Properties used by AE for Slope/w Analysis.

Layer
Unit Weight (pcf)
Upper Spoil
100
Dragline Bench Spoil
110
Lower Dragline Bench Spoil
100
Upper BC Sands
125
Hard Inter BC Clays
130
Lower BC Sands
125
Overburden
130
Note: Properties as used by AE.

Cohesion (psf)
300
1000
500
200
3000
0
1000

Phi (degrees)
21
26
15
31
35
31

An alternative approach was also used to choose the material properties. The first
part consisted of using some of the properties used by AE for the transient analysis done
using Sigma/w, and the second approach was to determine a range of standardized values
of angle of internal friction and cohesion for each material and to make sure that the
chosen values fell in the empirical ranges given by various authors.
In order to find the ranges of phi (φ) values for the fine grained materials (spoils
and UBC), the empirical relationship taken from Holtz and Kovacs (1981) and Mitchell
(1976) were used. Also, tentative values of cohesion (c) for drained strength for
compacted cohesive soils were taken following the U.S. Department of the Interior
(1973). All of the graphs and tables are included in Appendix A.
For the coarser grained material (LBC) the relationship seen among standard
penetration test (SPT) blow counts and overburden pressure, also included in Appendix
A, was used to have an estimation of the angle of internal friction (φ).
Given that some parameters are difficult to estimate based on empirical
relationships, a back calculation analysis was done to calculate the cohesion of the spoils.
This approach was used given that there was information available of the groundwater
level during a failure (September 2nd 2010, piezometers from Pit 41E). Given that a basic
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back calculation can only be done to determine one parameter (either cohesion or φ) the φ
value were defined from the empirical relationships seen in Table 5.2. This way, cohesion
was able to be determined for different FOS. By using the back calculating method, a
range of cohesion values are tried, until a FOS equal to one is obtained (failure
occurrence).
Table 5.2 presents a synthesis of all the parameters ranges for each material.
Table 5.3 presents the new properties used for the Slope/w model for this project.
Table 5.2

Ranges or possible values for φ and cohesion according to different authors.

φ (Taken φ
form Holtz (Mitchell,
and Kovacs 1976)
(1981))
Spoil
UBC
LBC

26-37
32-37

Table 5.3

28
36

φ (U.S.
Department of
the Interior,
1973)
19-25
28-33

φ (De Mello, Cohesion (psf)
(U.S.
1971;
Schmertmann, Department of
the Interior,
1975)
1973)
250-400
200-300
25

Cohesion
(psf) from
BackCalculate
Analysis
460

Material properties chosen in this study to conduct slope stability analysis.

Layer
High Spoils
Dragline Bench Spoil
Lower spoil
Upper BC Sands
Hard Inter BC Clay
Lower BC Sands
Overburden

Unite Weight (pcf)
85.5
112
112
124
125
125
130

Cohesion (psf)
390
390
390
100
1500
0
200

Phi (deg)
28
28
28
32
34
31

The properties form Table 5.3, together with the ground water conditions from
September 2nd 2010 (day that a failure occurred), were used to analyze the stability
conditions of all the profiles.
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Furthermore, an analysis done was by changing the ground water level and
analyzing the effects it has on the slope stability. By changing the ground water level an
analysis of the volume of water that should be extracted with the PVDs system could be
done. This will give an idea of the minimum amount of water that must be extracted to
generate stable conditions.
C Severed Map
The North American Coal Red Hills Ackerman mine provided a severed C seam
map for this research project. In the map, (seen in Figure 5.5), the excavated pits can be
seen. The information of where the C seam was recovered can be seen in the pink boxes
or pits. In the areas where there are no pits, it can be inferred that the C seam was not
recovered, most probably due to instability problems of the spoil dragline bench. Also, in
map, all the passive depressurization system installed from 2009 to present can be seen.
After all the models were finished, analyses of the results were preformed and
compared to the C seam recovery map, which are presented in the Results Chapter.
Stress Analysis
A second part of the stability problems analysis an alternative calculation method
was used to analyze the stability issues of the dragline bench. For this part of the analysis,
the boring information and the material properties of each material, available from the
AE report were used to calculate total stress, while piezometers installed by Red Hills
Mine personnel on the dragline bench, were used to calculate pore water pressure.
All the piezometers used to make the calculations can be seen in Appendix B.
Some of the piezometers had a record of the distance to dragline, information which was
used when calculating the total stress in the area, using the Boquinessq approach.
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The dry density and moisture content of each material were used to calculate the
saturated density. When more than one value was available averages were used.
All the piezometer information corresponds to the east pits 41, 42 and 43, where
each one has three stations. Each station is screened in both the LBC and the UBC.
Therefore, each pit has 6 sets of pore water pressure associated, all of which were used to
calculate the pore water pressure and effective stress at each station, information that can
be in Appendix B. Of all the piezometers installed, DB -95 LBC and DB-95 UBC are the
only ones that had water head information prior to the installation of the PVD systems
(referred to as earthquake drains by the mine personnel). It is from these piezometers that
the ground water conditions of the September 2nd 2010 slope failure are known.
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Pore Pressures - Pit 41E
100
95

First earthquake drain
in Pit 42E Installed
12/1/2010

90

Pore Pressure, Head (feet)

First earthquake
drain in Pit 41E
Installed 9/7/2010

85
80
75
70

Failure
Occured
9/2/2010
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Dozer Push

10-Aug

Figure 5.6

29-Sep

E-Burden

Dozer Push

18-Nov

7-Jan

D-Burden

26-Feb

41 E Station 95 LBC Sand

41E Station 90 LBC Sand

41E Station 85 LBC Sand

41E Estimated Station LBC Sand
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17-Apr

Pressure Head for piezometers in Pit 41E.

With the information of the thickness of the layers, taken from the cross sections,
an estimation of the total stress at each piezometer was calculated. Also included in the
total stress values, were an approximation of the dragline bench weight, when the
information of its approach was available, otherwise, it was not considered.
All the stress calculations were made with an Excel file, later turned into a
template. The Excel template created has a total of 3 sheets. In the first sheet, all that the
user has to input are the thickness of the layers. In the second sheet, the water heads have
to be inputted, and the third sheet automatically graphs the effective stress and pore water
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pressure, so that both can be compared. By building this Excel template, an estimation of
the stresses in any well in the mining area can be done, as long as there is available
information of the water heads and layers thickness. Given that the piezometers had a
daily record of water head, a daily analysis of the effective stress could be done. In order
to create the stress graphs, all that had to be imputed were the water heads and the
thickness of each layer at the specific site. The piezometers used for this are named in
table 5.4.
For a visual representation and a better understanding of the actual stress
situation, both pore water pressure and effective stress were graphed (graphs included in
Appendix B).
For the stress analysis, to account for dragline the Boussinesq approach was used.
The amount of stress added by the dragline was measured according to the distance of the
dragline to the piezometer. The vibrations that the dragline movement could have were
not accounted for, given the impossibility of its estimation. The high spoils, however,
were not accounted for, giving not only the lack of information relating the spoil build up
and with time, but also, due to the fact that the piezometer is are drilled into the dragline
bench, therefore, the piezometers are buried under the first amount spoil place on top of
the dragline bench.
Table 5.4

Wells used to make stress calculations:

Pit 41E-DB-85UBC
Pit 42E-DB-85UBC
Pit 43E-DB-85UBC
Pit 41E-DB-85LBC
Pit 42E-DB-85UBC
Pit 43E-DB-85UBC
Pit 41E-DB-90UBC
Pit 42E-DB-90UBC
Pit 43E-DB-90UBC
Pit 41E-DB-90LBC
Pit 42E-DB-90UBC
Pit 43E-DB-90UBC
Pit 41E-DB-95UBC
Pit 42E-DB-95UBC
Pit 43E-DB-95UBC
Pit 41E-DB-95LBC
Pit 42E-DB-95UBC
Pit 43E-DB-95UBC
Note: Piezometer name includes Pit number and screened layer. UBC= Upper BC. LBC=
Lower BC.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
Material Characterization
Spoils
“Spoils” refer to dragline bench spoils and generally consists of a mixture of sand,
silt, and large blocks of hard clays. Strength characteristics of the soils on the dragline
bench are difficult to determine due to the variation in soils due to the way they were
placed with the equipment. The previous Cone Penetration Tests and the additional
electronic piezo-cone penetration tests indicated that the dragline bench material is
generally firm to stiff. The spoil thickness was from 35 to 60 feet were AE drilled. The
summary of laboratory testing can be seen in table 6.1a.
The grain size distribution of the spoil indicate a well sorted material (badly
graded), as far as the coarse grain sediment, and has a 60% in weight of fine grain
material, passing the #200 sieve (0.074 mm). To determine the strength of this material, a
sample was submitted to a unconfined undrained triaxial test, results can also be seen in
Table 6.1a.
Upper BC Sands (UBC)
The layer identified as the “Upper B-C Sands” (UBC) is found directly below the
C-Seam Coal. This stratum typically ranges in thickness from 7 to 12 feet. These soils
range from fine silty sands (USCS Classification SM-SC) to sandy silty clays (USCS
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classification CL). The upper B-C sands differ from the east and middle pits to the
stratum present in the west pit. The upper B-C stratum in the east and middle pits
generally appears to be finer in grain size, with striations of silts, clays, and fine mica
seams. The mica content is really high in some areas, were layers of almost pure mica can
be seen (figure 6.1). The west end upper B-C stratum appears to be slightly coarser in the
upper portion of the stratum with significantly less fines. The consistency of the materials
was very dense to hard. The content of fines (percent smaller than #200 sieves) ranges
from 70 to 80%. A summary of the material properties of this layer can be seen in table
6.1a.
Inter BC Hard Clays
This layer consists of grey to black hard clay, which separates the UBC and LBC
sands. The thickness of the layer can vary from 12 feet in a cross section, to 36 feet. The
layer generally thins up towards the east side of the pit compared to the middle and west
pits. The consistency of the clay was generally hard and with a high plasticity index, due
to the high clay content. This will be important when defining the material strength
conditions to model the slope failure with Slope/w.
Samples of this layer usually present more than 80% in fines. A total of 8 samples
in different areas were taken, and all of them were tested under a unconfined compression
test. A summary of the material properties of this layer can be seen in table 6.1a.
Lower BC Sands (LBC)
This layer of sands consists of dark grey sand with some silt and mica. The sands
also contain mica layers (see Figure 6.2). The mica is present as small flakes, and the
precedence of them is undetermined. In general terms, the LBC sands are usually coarser
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then the UBC sands, and has less than 40% of fines. The thickness of this layer varies
from 6 to 36 feet, and is absent in some locations, especially towards the north of the
mining permit area.
These sands also present an artesian flow and are the sands that have the slow
draining wells to help alleviate the pore water pressure, and reduce failure possibilities of
the soil dragline bench. A summary of the material properties of this layer can be seen in
table 6.1b.

Figure 6.1

Sample of the UBC sands, were the very thin mica layers can be seen.
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Figure 6.2

LBC sands sample, were a rich mica layer can be seen.
Laboratory Test of Materials

Tables 6.1 present a summary of the laboratory test results for each material.
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the results of the unconfined undrained (UU) triaxial test and the
compressive tests.
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Table 6.1

Mechanical Properties of the Material
Spoil

UBC

N-Value (blows/ft)

Clay

N-Value (blows/ft)

N-Value (blows/ft)

Number of Tests

7

Number of Tests

14

Number of Tests

9

Average

7

Average

37

Average

55

Maximum

21

Maximum

83

Maximum

93

Minimum

0

Minimum

5.5

Minimum

6

Std. Deviation

8

Std. Deviation

20

Std. Deviation

24

Shear Strength (psf)

Shear Strength (psf)

Number of Tests
Average

Shear Strength (psf)

Number of Tests
0

Average

Number of Tests
0

8

Average

3286.7

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

6584.45

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

411.3

Std. Deviation

Std. Deviation

Moisture Content (%)
Number of Tests

Std. Deviation

Moisture Content (%)
3

Average 18.25

Number of Tests

4

Average 12.45

12

Average

12.1

Maximum

27.4

43.1

Minimum

33.2

Minimum

23

Minimum

20.4

Std. Deviation

5.7

Std. Deviation

1.7

Std. Deviation

1.9

Dry Density (pcf)

Number of Tests
Average

27.2

Number of Tests

Maximum

Dry Density (pcf)

Maximum

2001.25

Moisture Content (%)

Dry Density (pcf)

Number of Tests
0

Maximum

Average

Number of Tests
0

Maximum

8

Average

101.4

Maximum

104.9

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

93.8

Std. Deviation

Std. Deviation

Std. Deviation

3.6

Liquid Limit, LL

Liquid Limit, LL

Number of Tests

3

Liquid Limit, LL

Number of Tests

5

Number of Tests

4

Average

62

Average

22

Average

56

Maximum

71

Maximum

41

Maximum

66

Minimum

56

Minimum

0

Minimum

43

Std. Deviation

8

Std. Deviation

20

Std. Deviation

10

Plastic Limit, PL

Plastic Limit, PL

Number of Tests

3

Plastic Limit, PL

Number of Tests

5

Number of Tests

4

Average

29

Average

13

Average

25

Maximum

34

Maximum

24

Maximum

27

Minimum

26

Minimum

0

Minimum

22

Std. Deviation

5

Std. Deviation

12

Std. Deviation

2

Plasticity Index, PI

Plasticity Index, PI

Plasticity Index, PI

Number of Tests

3

Number of Tests

5

Number of Tests

4

Average

33

Average

9

Average

31

Maximum

37

Maximum

17

Maximum

39

Minimum

30

Minimum

0

Minimum

21

Std. Deviation

4

Std. Deviation

8

Std. Deviation

8
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Table 6.1 (continued)
LBC
N-Value (blows/ft)
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Shear Strength (psf)
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Moisture Content (%)
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Dry Density (pcf)
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Liquid Limit, LL
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Plastic Limit, PL
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
Plasticity Index, PI
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation
% passing #200 Sieve
Number of Tests
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Deviation

8
55
91
25

0

3
13.65
27.8
26.8
0.5

0
0

0

0

0

5
37.4
52
18.3
14.4
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Table 6.2

Material Properties from UU triaxial Test
Sat. Density (pcf)

Material

Depth (ft)

phi

Spoil

38-40

0

22.2

85.5

31.2

112.2

UBC

42-44

0

22.5

109.5

14

124.8

UBC

90-92

0

16.7

97.9

26.2

123.5

LBC

4-6

0

9.4

89.2

33.1

118.7

Table 6.3
Material

Cohesion (psi) Dry Density (pcf)

Moisture
Content (%)

Material Properties from Compression Test.
Depth (ft) Dry Density (pcf)

Moisture
Content (%)

Sat. Density
(pcf)

LL

PL

PI

%<#200

E-OVER

28

99.8

27.1

126.8

36

NP

36

NA

ED-OVER

48

100.5

25.4

126.0

46

22

24

NA

DC-OVER

68

102.4

28.6

131.7

48

24

24

NA

CLAY

106

102.8

24.5

128.0

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLAY

113

99.7

22.9

122.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLAY

18

104.8

23.6

129.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLAY

23

93.8

27.4

119.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLAY

48

104.9

23.8

129.9
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25

35

97

CLAY

53

101.6

23.6

125.6

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLAY

48

101.3

22.7

124.3

53

25

28

NA

CLAY

78

102.6

20.4

123.5

66

27

39

NA

62

New Profiles

Figure 6.3

New cross sections made for modeling.
Modeling with Sigma/w and Seep/w

The outcomes of modeling the pits hydrological conditions with the Seep/w
software were not as expected. After running the software with different profiles, it was
clear that the outcome was not realistic (see figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4

Section of Cross section G’-G were Seep/w was used. Note the
groundwater level in blue dashed line.

As seen in Figure 6.4, the ground water level does not make real physical sense.
Therefore, this method of analysis was not continued. Further analysis for the reason why
the results were not satisfactory are discussed in the following chapter.
Stress Calculations
The graphs presented in appendix B are the calculations for effective stress and
pore water pressure for different piezometers. As an example added to this chapter, the
results from the piezometer information shown in Figure 5.6 be seen in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6.
All the results and graphs of pore water pressure and effective stress for the
different piezometers were added to Appendix B.
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Figure 6.5

Stress variation in DB-95 Upper BC Sands.

Figure 6.6

Stress variation in DB-95 Lower BC Sands.
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Slope/w Models
In the first stages of modeling, the same properties used by AE (shown in table
5.1) were imputed in the model. The result of the stability analysis with the AE
parameters can be seen in figure 6.7.
The model was done in the profile G’-G with the pit between the wells CH3754C
and CH2269, were it is known that there have been failures. The ground water
information used was from piezometers DB-95 LBC and DB-95 UBC of September 2nd
2010.

Figure 6.7

Slope Stability analysis using AE properties with Slope/w (Also shown in
Appendix C).
Slope/w Models for Past Pits

The results of running the model with the new properties, specified in table 5.3
can be seen in Appendix C.
Table 6.4 presents all the results for the different cross sections analyzed,
indicating near which well the pit was built. Also included in the table are the factor of
safety for the localized failure area, and how much the water head had to be lowered in
order to obtain a factor of safety of 1.2 or higher.
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Table 6.4

FOS and drop water head for September 2nd 2010

Cross section Pit near Well Initial Ground Initial FOS Final Ground Final FOS
Name
Water Level (ft)
Water Level (ft)
F’-F
CH0669
35
0.996
16
1.217
G’-G
CH2269
34
0.934
13
1.202
H’-H
CH3755
37
1.001
19
1.207
J’-J*
CH227
28
1.210
*Since there was no information for initial ground water conditions for this profile, only
possible stable conditions were analyzed.
Slope/w Models for Future Pits
In appendix D, a set of future mining conditions are shown for the same profiles.
The same material properties were used, form table 5.3, but for future mining areas, to
the north. For each profile, the ground water level was changed until stable conditions
(FOS = 1.2) were obtained. In this case, this predictive approach could be useful for the
installation of PVDs in the future pits, by knowing how much they must lower the ground
water level in order to have stable conditions. Table 6.5 shows a summary of the ground
water levels for each profile.
Table 6.5

Ground Water Levels for Stable Condition in Future Pits

Profile

Ground Water Level General Failure FOS Local Failure FOS
(feet)*
F’- F
50
1.657
1.203
G’- G
54
1.252
1.203
H’- H
44
1.384
1.203
J’- J
59
1.221
1.203
* Measured from top of the dragline bench to the water level.
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
Seep/w Results
The main problem while modeling with Seep/w was that as the analysis
progressed, the variations of the ground water level were not making real physical sense
(see figure 6.4). There are many reasons why this could be happening, with the most
important being the established boundary conditions. By only analyzing a segment of the
cross section, a no-flow boundary was established around the profile. While applying this
boundary condition was necessary, it also created an increase in the water pressure by not
allowing the water to flow out of the system. However, these boundary conditions had to
be established, given that the water’s trajectory is uncertain. This contradiction only
created unrealistic models with unrealistic ground water levels resulting after each run.
Overall, it can be said that using Seep/w to model the area became a challenge,
especially given the complex geology and hydrogeology of the area. Given that the finite
element model is only a simplification or a simplified representation of the real
conditions, it is very difficult to account for all the variables involved for this particular
case, particularly, if the groundwater movement and volume is not entirely known.
However, the finite element method can be manipulated in order to give better results, but
the knowledge to do so is far beyond the use of software and requires much more
experience with this method.
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AE Material Properties and New Ones
As noted in figure 6.7, the FOS obtained when using AE properties was 1.526,
indicating very stable conditions. Given that the profile used was the G’-G, and from
figure 5.5 it can be seen that it crosses through the area where the highest amount of slope
failures were recorded. Therefore, it can be said that the model is not a good
representation of reality. This could be for two reasons: (1) the properties used for the
material characterization are not a loyal representation of what is actually seen in the
field; therefore, the properties from the samples tested in the laboratory and later used for
the model, were not representative. (2) It may be that there is another factor that has not
been considered, such as the presence of the mica layer in the UBC sands. If the latter
were the case, the UBC layer should be defined as a material with no cohesion, given that
the mica layer could act as a layer of weakness, acting as the failure plain for the failure.
Stress and Slope/w Analysis
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are the pore water pressure values and effective stress values
for the piezometer DB-95 LBC and DB-95 UBC from pit 41E. From both graphs, it can
be seen that on 9/2/2010 the water pore pressure is lower than the effective stress. This is
an inconsistency from the data, given that a failure was recorded that day. With these
discrepancies, it can be inferred that the Excel file can prove to be a reliable estimation,
but cannot be taken as a real representation of the reality. These discrepancies, however,
could be due to factors such as the unit weight considered for each layer, which if above
the real value could cause an overestimation of the total stress. There are also other
factors such as slip surfaces or external vibrations and overloads which are not accounted
for when using this approach.
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The Pit 41E has a PVD system with a total of 40 vertical drains. These 40 drains
created twice the difference between the pore water pressure (roughly 4200 psf, with a 70
feet head) and the effective stress (roughly 6800 psf) (see Figure 6.6). This difference
indicates that for a failure to occur the water head has to increase approximately 20 feet,
to a total head of 90 feet. Therefore, it could be said that there would still be stable
conditions if the water head were allowed to go up 10 feet, to a total of 80 feet. This
observation would have important implications in the amount of drains needed to
generate stable conditions. It could be said that to allow an increase of 10 feet, or to keep
the water head at 80 feet instead of 70 feet, the number of drains needed for the Pit 41E
would certainly decrease. However, the FOS is not considered for this method.
On the other hand, the results given by the Slope/w models using the UBC pore
water pressure values suggest that for stable conditions (FOS = 1.2) a ground water level
of 16 feet above the UBC sands is needed. These ground water levels are very similar to
the ones measured in the piezometers after the installation of the PVD system for Pit 41E;
therefore, for that particular scenario, the amount of PVDs installed would be correct.
Given that the graphic stress calculations have many assumptions and
oversimplifications, it is recommended to only use them for graphic representation of the
stresses, in order to have a visual understanding of the forces involved. Therefore, it is
best to use the Slope/w model for future PVD installations.
Using the Slope/w approach to model ground water levels could be proven to be
useful for future estimations of PVDs in the pit. However, the assumptions made about
the material properties can create uncertainties when using a model such as Slope/w. If
there are no laboratory test results of representative samples, many assumptions are
made. Therefore, just like the properties defined in this study, many more can be found.
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In other words, there is not one value for each material, especially in this highly
heterogeneous area.
Also, by observing the graphs of pore water pressure and effective stresses of the
Pits 41E, 42E and 43E in Appendix B, one can see that there are some indications of an
increase in pore water pressure. In the case of the LBC sands, given that it is a confined
aquifer, this could indicate two things: either there is an input of water to the system or
there is an increase in the total stress. Although there is evidence that the increase in pore
water pressure could be associated to the overload of the high spoils, there is also
evidence that below the LBC sands there is a layer of coarse grained sand, which could
be adding water to the system. Future studies of ground water flow and flow directions
could help clarify the reason there is an increase in the pore water pressure.
An observation that is worth mentioning from the results of the model for future
mining (Appendix D) is that the FOS of the Generalized Slope failure seems to be
sensible to the thickness of the Clay layers. For example, from profile G’-G in appendix
D, the pit is on top of a thickened layer of Hard Inter BC Clays, and the FOS is 1.252. It
can be noticed as a tendency from the analyzed profiles that the general failure will have
a lower FOS when the clay layer is thick, and it will be high for areas were the clay is
thin (see profile F’-F from appendix D).
For future consideration and further study, the relationship between the
thicknesses of the layers, the pore water pressure, and the instability problems could be
investigated. Given that if there were a relationship between the thickness of the layers
and the pore water pressure, the necessity of even installing the PVD systems at all could
be discussed.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
After analyzing the pore water pressure both before and after the installation of
PVDs, the difference in pore water pressure is notable, and the efficiency of the PVD
system in maintaining the ground water level stable is not discussed. The PVD systems
work, by keeping the pore water pressure lower than the effective stress.
On the other hand, the Slope/w models give an estimation of the pore water
pressure necessary for stable conditions. The results from future mining areas of the
profiles can be used to estimate the volume of water that must be extracted by the PVDs
in order to have stable conditions. Therefore, the Slope/w models can help predict the
amount of PVDs that must be installed.
However, the Slope/w models do carry an uncertainty, especially in the material
properties chosen for this study. It is very difficult to represent such a heterogeneous area
and layer with only one angle of internal friction or one value of cohesion. For a more
accurate approach in assigning the material properties, it would be recommended to have
more laboratory tests of representative samples.
Also, as mentioned before, the observed increase in pore water pressure is not
fully understood. To have a better understanding of the system, it is best if further studies
were conducted to try to understand the ground water movement. However, the study
should include layers that were not included in this study, especially the layers below the
LBC sands. By adding more layers to the study, a more global visualization and
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understanding of the system could be done. This would be the most practical solution to
the instability problems, given that the source of the problems (increase in ground water
pressure) would be identified, and therefore can be taken care of. To go even further, if
the increase in pore water pressure were directly attached to the geology, the variation in
the geology would answer the question of the PVDs are needed or not.
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APPENDIX A
EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR MATERIAL PROPERTY CALCULATIONS
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Relationship between Plasticity Indez and Effective angle of internal Friction, taken from Holtz and Kovacs (1981).
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Empirical relationship between Effective angle of friction and Plasticity Index after
Mitchell (1976):

Drained Strengths from Compacted Cohesive Soils, after U.S. Department of the Interior
(1973); taken from Duncan and Wright (2005).
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Relationship between SPT Blow Count and Effective Pressure for sandy material, after
De Mello (1971) and Schmertmann (1975); taken form Duncan and Wright (2005).
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APPENDIX B
PORE WATER PRESSURE AND STRESS CALCULATIONS
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Effective Stress and Pore Water Pressure Graphs
Piezometers in pit 41E:
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Piezometers in Pit 42E
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Piezometers in Pit 43E
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APPENDIX C
SLOPE/W RESULTS FOR PAST PITS
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Model using AE properties
Initial GW level

Slope Failure with AE properties – General Failure Zone
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F’-F Failure September 2nd 2010, Pore Water Pressure Initial Conditions

Slope Failure with AE properties – Local Failure Zone
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Localized Failure:

101

Generalized Failure:
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Stable Conditions:
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Pore Water Pressure for Stable Conditions:
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G’-G Failure September 2nd 2010, Pore Water Pressure Initial Conditions

Localized Failure:

Generalized Failure:
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Stable Conditions:
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Pore Water Pressure for Stable Conditions:
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H’-H Failure September 2nd 2010, Pore Water Pressure Initial Conditions

Localized Failure:
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Generalized Failure:
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Stable Conditions:
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J’-J Stable Conditions:

Generalized Failure:
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APPENDIX D
SLOPE/W RESULTS FOR FUTURE PITS
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General Failure:

Local Failure:
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F’-F under Stable Conditions:

Pore Water Pressure:
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General Failure:
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G’-G under Stable Conditions:

Local Failure:
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Pore Water Pressure:
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General Failure:

Local Failure:
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H’-H under Stable Conditions:

Pore Water Pressure:
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General Failure:
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J’-J under Stable Conditions:

Pore Water Pressure:

Local Failure:
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